Harvard Captures Close Hockey Game Wednesday

Displaying the best brand of hockey that they have shown so far this year, the Technology puckchasers went down to defeat at the hands of a clever Crimson hockey team which might be said to have as yet more quantity than quality. The Crimson has been playing in the first period, but in the last two they literally ran rings around their opponents. In the course of the fracas the Crimson out-scored Technology six to four, and in this way was able to keep their players fresh at all times.

Despite the fact that Technology had only two real shots come his way, he drove a hot one at Cummings who knocked it down. The Crimson had two fast wingmen in Bradon and Bradley, and these two together almost held the Engineers in at the end of the first period, because only two real shots came his way. The Crimson forward passed the puck nicely to Bill, who passed it to his team-mate, and in the second period Chad managed to get the cover off the Crimson forwards and scored on the powerful drive. The Crimson forwards were the only ones who could show any better in the second period. Chase and Harding were the only two who could show any better under the box. They cut through the defense and shot one at Cummings who just got it off his stick in time.

In the third period Technology had the advantage of being able to make a defensive counterattack. They were to play, Scott managed to get the cover off the Crimson forwards and he drove a hot one at Cummings, but this time the Crimson forwards were the only ones who could show any better. They cut through the defense and shot one at Cummings who just got it off his stick in time.

Second Period Close
For the rest of the period Technology fought for four points in the second period. During the first ten minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand. During the eight minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand. During the eight minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand. During the eight minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand. During the eight minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand. During the eight minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand. During the eight minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand.

Third Period
In the last period the players began to tire. The Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand. During the eight minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand. During the eight minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand. During the eight minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand. During the eight minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand. During the eight minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand. During the eight minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand. During the eight minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand. During the eight minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand. During the eight minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand. During the eight minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand. During the eight minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand. During the eight minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand. During the eight minutes the Crimson forwards had the upper hand, but in the next ten minutes Technology had the upper hand.

Gala FEATURE TECH ORCHESTRA NEW YEAR'S EVE DANCE THURSDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 31, 1925

AT HORTICULTURAL HALL
Cor. Huntington and Mass. Ave., Boston
Continuous Dancing, 8 P. M. to 2 A. M. —Favors: Hats, Balloons, Novelties
2 — COLLEGE ORCHESTRAS — 3 BOSTON COLLEGE SYNCHRONIZERS
THE FAMOUS TECHNOLOGY JAZZFONIANS All M. I. T. College Students
2 Large Halls—One Admission to All
LADIES, 75c; men included—GENTLEMEN 1.25, tax included.
Note: The two halls will accommodate 2000 comfortably.

PRACTICAL CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Park Duofold Pens
Eversharp Pens and Pen Set Pens
Brass Goods Fine Stationery
THORP & MARTIN
Stationers—Engravers
60 Franklin St.
BOSTON, MASS.

LONG'S
YOU WILL FIND GIFTS FOR YOUR ENTIRE FAMILY AT LONG'S
GURNEVILLE
For your father, a shirt box. Prices range from $2.00 $215.00
For your sister, a silk or silver compact. Prices range from $2.50-$4.50
For your brother, a silver cigarette case. Prices range from $3.50-$4.50
For your mother, a fine beaded bag. Prices range from $5.00-$10.00.
MEMBER OF HARRIS & CO-OPERATIVE
THOMAS LONG CO.
40 Summer Street